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Abstract.

The representation of knowledge in the logic OLP-FOL [5]

is split in two parts: writing de�nitions for known concepts

and writing constraints, expressing partial knowledge on other

concepts. An OLP-FOL theory T consists hence of two parts,

T = (T

d

;T

c

): the de�nition part T

d

, which is a normal logic

program with the extended well-founded model semantics [8]

(de�ned predicates are predicates occuring in the head of a

clause of T

d

), and the FOL (�rst order logic) part T

c

, which

is a set of FOL axioms, representing constraints on open (i.e.

not de�ned) predicates.

Here, we investigate the relationship between these two

parts of an OLP-FOL theory in more detail. More precisely,

let (T

d

;T

c

) be a theory which doesn't de�ne the predicate

p and let D

p

be a set of normal program clauses with p

in the head. We study the relationship between the follow-

ing two theories: T

p�open

= (T

d

;D

p

[ T

c

) and T

p�close

=

(T

d

[ D

p

;T

c

). In the �rst theory, D

p

is read as FOL and

represents a set of constraints on p (p is open), whereas, in

the second theory, D

p

is read as a constructive de�nition for

p (p is de�ned). We will call the second theory the p-closing

of the �rst one. We give some properties of this p-closing op-

erator and point out its relevance in the context of theory

composition [11].

1 Introduction

We work in the logic OLP-FOL [5], which is an expressive

logic to represent de�nitions of certain concepts and uncer-

tainty on concepts and on the problem domain. We assume

familiarity with basic concepts of logic and logic program-

ming, as introduced in [7]. We assume some familiarity with

the well-founded [10] and the extended well-founded seman-

tics [8] as well.

A theory T in OLP-FOL is a pair (T

d

;T

c

) of a First Or-

der Logic (FOL) theory T

c

(the FOL part of T ) and a nor-

mal open logic program (OLP) T

d

(the de�nition part of T ).

Predicates occuring in the head of a clause of T

d

are called

de�ned. The other predicates, occuring at the most in the

bodies of program clauses, are called open. Intuitively, they

represent concepts for which no de�nitions are given. Partial

knowledge about these predicates can be expressed in the set

of FOL axioms T

c

.

For the model semantics of OLP-FOL, we restrict ourselves

here to Herbrand interpretations (HI) only (for the general
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de�nition, we refer to [5]). A model of a theory (T

d

;T

c

) is a

HI M , such that M is an extended well-founded model [8] of

T

d

and M satis�es in the normal FOL sense the set T

c

. With

Mod(T ) we will denote the set of models of a theory T . The

truth function of a HI I (i.e. the function which maps ground

atoms to ff;u; tg) is denoted with H

I

. A partial HI is a HI of

which the truth function is de�ned only for some part of the

predicate symbols. A HI M extends I if H

M

coincides with

H

I

on the predicates to which H

I

gives truth values.

2 Closing the knowledge about a predicate

Let T = (T

d

;T

c

) be a theory, which doesn't de�ne the pred-

icate p and let D

p

be a set of normal program clauses with

the predicate p in the head. We study the relationship be-

tween the following two theories: T

p�open

= (T

d

;D

p

[ T

c

)

and T

p�close

= (T

d

[D

p

;T

c

). In the �rst theory, D

p

is read

as FOL and represents a set of constraints on p (p is open),

whereas, in the second theory, D

p

is read as a constructive

de�nition for p (p is de�ned). We will suppose here that both

T

d

and T

d

[D

p

are correct, i.e. they only have 2-valued mod-

els (for a motivation of this de�nition, we refer to [5]).

We can prove that Mod(T

p�close

) � Mod(T

p�open

). So,

we can consider the action of putting D

p

from the FOL part

into the de�nition part of the theory, as a kind of closing oper-

ator; we close our knowledge about p. We say that T

p�close

is

the p-closing of T

p�open

. Also in [2], [3], some kind of closing

operators are considered. There, each normal logic program is

denoted by the set of admissible Herbrand models of its posi-

tive version. Mappings are given from this set to some existing

semantics of normal logic programs. In a way, these mappings

can also be seen as closing operators. The compositional se-

mantics of admissible Herbrand models [3], gives them a way

to deal with the composition of normal logic programs (see

also section 3).

The next proposition will give us a more detailed relation

between Mod(T

p�open

) and Mod(T

p�close

). It will tell us

something about the possible truth values of atoms in the

models of T

p�open

, in comparison with their truth values in

the models of T

p�close

. We use the notion of dependency graph

of the predicates in a logic program. For the de�nition, we

refer to [7].

Proposition 1 Let T

p�open

= (T

d

;D

p

[T

c

) and T

p�close

=

(T

d

[D

p

;T

c

). Let I be a partial 2-valued HI of the open predi-

cates of T

p�close

. Suppose there exists a model M of T

p�close

extending I. Then, M is the unique model of T

p�close

extend-

ing I. Denote with M the set of models of T

p�open

extend-

c
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ing I. Consider the dependency graph of T

d

[D

p

. Suppose p

depends only evenly on itself. Let t be an arbitrary element of

the Herbrand universe. Then

� 8M

0

2M : H

M

0

(p(t)) � H

M

(p(t)) ,

� 8q de�ned in T

d

, which depends only evenly on p:

8M

0

2M : H

M

0
(q(t)) � H

M

(q(t)) ,

� 8r de�ned in T

d

, which depends only oddly on p:

8M

0

2M : H

M

0
(r(t)) � H

M

(r(t)) .

In the theory T

p�open

, the predicate p is open. But, in a

way, we can see the FOL rules D

p

as a special kind of open

de�nition for p. This is made clear in the following theorem.

Let A denote the alphabet, on which the theories, we consid-

ered so far, are based. For each predicate symbol q of A, we

introduce a new and unique predicate symbol q

�

. This gives

us an extension A

�

= A[fq

�

j q is a predicate symbol of Ag

of the alphabet A. We will suppose that all the FOL parts

of the theories contain the axioms q(X) () q

�

(X), for all

predicates q 2 A. Since the de�nition parts of the theories we

considered so far, don't contain predicates of A

�

nA, these ax-

ioms only impose the restriction on the models of the theories

to be 2-valued (which we already imposed by the correctness-

condition), and they add no new, relevant information. De-

note with �

B

p!p

�
the renaming operator, which, applied to

normal program clauses, replaces all the occurrences of the

predicate p in the bodies of the clauses by the predicate p

�

.

Theorem 1 Let T

p�open

= (T

d

;D

p

[ T

c

) and T

�

p�close

=

(�

B

p!p

�
(T

d

[D

p

) [ fp(X) p

�

(X)g;T

c

).

Then,Mod(T

p�open

) = Mod(T

�

p�close

).

Note that the predicate p is open in the theory T

p�open

,

whereas it is de�ned in T

�

p�close

. Theorem 1 shows that the

FOL rules D

p

of T

p�open

, can actually be considered as a

kind of open de�nition for p, as is given in T

�

p�close

.

3 Future work: the use of the closing

operator in the context of theory

composition

A topic for future work, is to look into the use of the closing

operator in the context of theory composition, as it was stud-

ied in [12]. We give here a �rst idea, and refer to [11] for more

details. For this, we recall the compositionality criterion of

[12]. In [12], two theories, T

1

and T

2

, with non-intersecting

sets of de�ned predicate symbols, are considered. It is argued

that the composition of these two theories should contain ex-

actly the sum of the knowledges of the separate theories, i.e.

the set of models of the composition is precisely the inter-

section of the sets of models of T

1

and T

2

. Notice that they

impose the condition that the two theories cannot both give

a de�nition for the same predicate p. This is because a de�-

nition for p represents complete knowledge about p (w.r.t. to

the interpretation of the open predicates on which p depends),

i.e. there is no room to add more, new knowledge about p.

Suppose now, we have two theories, T

1

= (T

1d

;D

p

1

[ T

1c

)

and T

2

= (T

2d

;D

p

2

[ T

2c

), both having partial knowledge

about the predicate p. Because of theorem 1, we can also say

that both theories have an open de�nition for p (in which

there is room for adding new knowledge about p, because of

the introduction of the new, open predicate symbol p

�

). Sup-

pose that T

1

and T

2

have non-intersecting sets of de�ned

predicate symbols. Then, we can compose these two theories

in the sense of [12]. The predicate p is still open in the com-

position of T

1

and T

2

. But, by means of the closing operator,

we can close, in the composition of T

1

and T

2

, the knowledge

about p, expressing that both theories together have complete

knowledge about p.

The compositionality issue is also studied in [3], [1], [6] and

[9]. For more references and a discussion, we refer to [12]. A

survey of the compositionality issue in logic programming is

given in [4].

All this can be extended in the case we want to close more

than one predicate symbol in a theory.
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